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I KANGA.ROO A Tremendous Jumper l 
what he is about when he scatters the food, in the underside of the mother's body. It is 
putting some choice bits in the farthest corners a deep, flat, fur-lined pocket, and the mother 
of the pen. He does that so that you can see kangaroo can shut the top as tight as your 
the anh.1als-jump! mother snaps the clasp of her hand-bag. She 

No wonder the kangaroo can jump so far and can open it, too, for the little ones to jump in 
so high. He has the biggest and strongest hind- and out. · 
legs, for his size, of any animal in the world. Kangaroo babies need that pouch. When they 
His hind-feet are so long it looks as if he were are born they are less than 2 inches long, and 
sitting on his hind-elbows. At the end of the blind, naked, and helpless. Such delicate little 
foot is the biggest of big toes. K A N G A R 0 0 0 n n 1 T 1 E s creatures are these young 
It is in the middle of the kangaroos that they would 
foot, and has on it a long, never be able to survive 
sharp, wicked-looking, dag- unless they had a perfectly 
ger-like claw. On one side safe place in which to spend 
of this big toe is a small the early days of their life. 
one. On the other side a They live in the bag for 
pair of helpless little twin months, scarcely moving . 
toes dang_le .from the leg. For a long time afterwards 

A long, long time ago, they sleep and travel in 
when there were big fur- the pouch, leaving it to 
covered elephants on the hop about and play, while 
earth, there were also kan- . learning to graze like their 
garoos as big as a hip- - mothers. They do not 
popotamus, with heads 3 'I leave the sheltering pouch 
feet long. An " old man " j permanently until they 
kangaroo of to-day, 6 feet ~ 1 reach, in the larger species, 
high, can leap over a horse · .. J a weight of 10 lb. 
and rider, and then get away Pouched Animals . 
by jumping as fast as the Animals which are pio-
horse can run. vided with such pockets for 

Only in Australasia their young are called mar-
These queer animals are supials, from the Latin word 

found in only one region in ·· ~ ;!.~, I for "pouch." In former 
the world the big island . .-· : __ ~:"--~· ··--:--.:....~ .. ~----.. J ages marsupials were met 
continent of Australia and Young kangaroos have an easy time of it, being with all over the earth, but 
its neighbour islands on the carried about in their mother's pouch, as you see. to-day the 150 species are 
other side of the earth. found chiefly in Australia. 
Living on grass, small plants, Besides the kangaroo, the 
and the roots of herbs, they principal marsupials of 
take the place of the deer Australia are the bandi-
and antelopes of other coun- coot, wallaby, cuscus, opos-
tries. Like other grass-eating sum or phalanger, banded 
animals they live in herds antr-eater, Tasmanian wolf 
with leaders, and are natur- or thylacine, Tasmanian 
ally very timid and peace- devil, and certain pouched 
able. dog -like a n d bear-like . 

There are about 50 species Here you see how a kangaroo sits back ((on his animals such as the koala 
. of kangaroos. The largest heels " when feeding, and grasps his food with and wombat. 

are as tall as a man, and his small fr<?nt paws. Outside of Australasia, 
weigh 150 lb. The smallest are not as big the only marsupials which now exist are the 
as a rabbit. Some live on wide plains, som~ in opossums, found in South America and the 
the mountains ; one of the most interesting southern parts of the United States. Kan
species is the tree-climbing kangaroo discovered garoos forni the family Macropodidm. All the 
in Queensland. If overtaken and attacked, they members of this family have short weak fore
will fight. The giant kangaroo can kill a man limbs. Th~ hind:limbs are usually fairly long, 
or a dog with one slash of the big-toe claw. and are always very powerful. The tail is 

The most surprising thing about the kangaroo generally long and tapering, and in some in
is the way the mother cares for her new-born stances can be used for grasping. In the lower 
babies. If you watoh hard, you may see two or jaw,.. there is a deep pocket. (See also Australia; 
three small heads appear from a curious pouch Opossum.) 

Fot' ang .subJect not found in Its alphabetical pla~;e see in/ot'matlon 
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